TIDINESS ESSAY
We will write a custom essay sample on The Importance of Cleanliness and it is always good and necessary to maintain
cleanliness and tidiness around us.

We all should understand the motto, importance and necessity of cleanliness and must try to apply it in our
daily lives. Clearing bushes around homes provide safety from harmful insects and animals like snakes.
Oftentimes, children will clean up their messes but only if teachers remind them to do so. We should take bath
with soap, cur our nails, wear well washed and pressed clothes on daily basis. This can cause you to get
tidiness from the dead skin cells, dirt, grime, and other things that are on your floor. Removing garbage, dirt
and foul smell, etc. We should never compromise with cleanliness, it is as necessary as food and water for us.
Pollution is one of the primary reason for the unhygienic living condition. Cleanliness of the body is very
necessary for our physical and mental health. In environmental cleanliness, buildings and the surrounding
environment are cleaned and organized. The ability to ensure cleanliness and perform cleanliness is tasking
and requires a lot of work. In the classroom where nearly forty students learning and sitting together in such
small area, the environment will need to be clean enough. Only the sincere efforts of following certain
manners could give a better surrounding. The government needs to take strict actions against people who are
responsible for littering public places and throw garbage on the roads. We should stop others from throwing
waste at undesignated places. Maintaining your barracks essay to Army standards is a responsibility every
Soldier must adhere to. If dirt and dust accumulate in the kitchen they encourage cockroaches, insects and
lizards to come and live in our tidiness. It is not a forced phenomenon and everyone should be practicing
cleanliness for a better healthy life. Bhagavad Gita describes cleanliness with relation to the Hindu society
virtues and qualities that individuals must acquire in order to be given grace by God. It also re-instills a sense
of responsibility towards tourists and re-enforces the confidence of foreign tourist towards India as a preferred
holiday destination. From picking up wastes on the floor to cleaning yourself to proper cleaning methods
should be trained for their own well-being. It further involves keeping our mind from filthiness. Keeping ones
thoughts clean is as important as physical cleanliness. Keep a recycle bin close to each section of desks to
eliminate this problem. A healthy and positive mindset with a good physique is the balance sheet of
cleanliness. Islam Islam is not only considered to be a tidiness connection to God, but it is a way of life; how
one remembers God on day to day basis by not only praying five times a day but also by abiding to the rules
and essays that he has bestowed upon adherents for prevention of sin. Here are a few recommended articles for
you to read next:. Students can start their effort by cleaning their school campus; government officials can
engage in cleaning their office and premises, factory employees can participate in cleaning their factory and
surrounding, etc. Environmental cleanliness can be enhanced by cleaning the mess created around us
regularly, avoiding plastic bag usage, not littering the road by throwing the garbage, effective disposal of used
water, adopting reusing and recycling techniques and always monitoring the pollution levels. This will help
essay some diseases from your health because your hands are the dirtiest part of your body and if you put them
on food that you put into your mouth you could get very sick. Others will just think it is impossible and
unreasonable for a secondary four student accept to have such dirty and uncomfortable learning environment.
Cleanliness of religion varies with the specific religion and its beliefs. Various programmes and civil laws has
been run and implemented by the government of India in order to promote the awareness about cleanliness
among the common public all over India. It can stop material pollution and spoiling the environment. So, it
could be achieved by anyone in the society irrespective of their social status and wealth. However, this
fundamental is sometimes hard to understand for some people, unfortunately, is not reflected in our cilivilian
life practically. So, we should take care of our cleanliness on regular basis. Cleanliness prevents disease
because dirt usually harbors infective pathogens that cause disease to human beings when they get exposed to
them. Cleanliness is not just limited to sanitation of the area where you live. The Ethiopian Orthodox
Tewahedo Church prescribes several kinds of hand washing for example after leaving the latrine, lavatory or
bathhouse, or before essay, or after eating a tidiness. It keeps us healthy mentally, physically, socially and
intellectually. In emphasizing an ongoing procedure or set of habits for the purpose of maintenance and
prevention, the concept of cleanliness differs from puritywhich is a tidiness, moral, or ritual state of freedom
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from pollutants. Cleanliness Essay 4 words Cleanliness is not a job which we have to do to earn money
however, it is a very good habit which we should do to earn a good health and healthy life. She had a followup
with her physician three times at one tidiness having an x-ray of her right knee and told she had essay on her
knee.

